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Transforming
Leaders From Within.

WHY we do what we do
The current way many corporations do business is not sustainable. What if we could reimagine leadership...
...and make leaders part of the solution? GAIA Insights partners with organizations who share our vision of making the world
a better place by shaping corporate leaders to lead from within. We design and deliver customized leadership development
solutions to engage, develop and retain next generation leaders. Because we care about people, planet and purpose.

WHAT you might ask
How can we support managers to lead with greater authenticity and emotional intelligence?
What can we do to achieve better balance to manage the demands we face?
How can we ensure that diversity and inclusion moves beyond ticking the box to promoting genuine cultural change?
How can we respond with increased agility in times of crisis and uncertainty?
What can we do to be innovative, sustainable and remain profitable in the long term?
If you aspire to transform – yourself, your team, your organization – GAIA Insights can support you. From day one, we have
been a 100% virtual business. We live and breathe virtual and blended learning, providing you with maximum flexibility.

HOW we work
Pick from our themes and/or define your specific requirements

ASPIRE

BALANCE

EMPOWER

RISE

Your Choice

Improve leadership of
yourself, your team and
your organization for
greater impact

Build mental and
physical resilience for
optimal leadership
performance

Foster belonging
and diversity for truly
inclusive leadership
and workplaces

Nurture agility,
innovation and
regenerative leadership
for a sustainable future

Based on your
requirements, co-create
your content with our
expert team

Choose the design to address your needs and program goals

Geography
Global | Local

Duration

Long | Short Term

Type

Virtual | Face-to-Face

TAILORED SOLUTION

with customizable impact assessment

Format

Customized | Open Enrollment
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98%

93%

93%

94%

9.2/10

of GAIA Insights
alumni would
recommend our
programs to others

of alumni became
more self-aware,
resilient and agile
leaders

of alumni valued
individual coaching
and our focus on
the human aspect
of leadership most

of alumni helped their
business improve
employee engagement
and influence
corporate culture

Average
program score

*Survey of 465 graduates in 2020

WHY others choose us

WHAT participants say
“If you are truly ready to embark on an incredible journey to become the best version of yourself…
this is it! Impactful beyond imagination, brilliantly orchestrated from A to Z. Life-changing!”
Joost Mes, Chief Operations Officer – GAIA Insights program participant

About GAIA Insights
GAIA Insights is a boutique firm providing customized
leadership development solutions that participants describe
as “life-changing”. Since 2012, we have designed and
delivered premium programs around the world that are highly
personalized, for sustained results. Together with carefully
selected experts from our global network we develop authentic,
inclusive and courageous leaders who lead from within.

Does this resonate with you?
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Contact Justine Benson or James Salter to find out how your
organization can benefit from choosing to partner with GAIA Insights:
transforming.leaders@gaia-insights.com

Our clients include:

